Time or Money

Short story from the Bottom Drawer Publications 2013 Valentines Day collection.Mason
Jackson knows his marriage to Bridget is in trouble. Heâ€™s been putting in exhausting hours
for months to try to make partner in his accounting firm. He knows that it is putting a strain on
his marriage, but he has trouble escaping the memory of the poverty of his childhood. He
never wants his wife, or the children they yearn for, to know the struggle that he endured when
he can provide a better life for them. But things are reaching breaking point; he and Bridget
are more like roommates than a married couple. He needs to think of a way to get their
marriage back on track and what better way than to make Valentines Day, Bridgets favorite
holiday of the year, a new start for their marriage? Mason puts in place plans for an elaborate
evening designed to surprise Bridget.Bridget is miserable in her marriage, and often longs for
the days when they were dirt poor. They may have struggled financially, but at least she had
her husband around. Mason is always working, and Bridget feels that he has chosen his work
over her. Sheâ€™s tried to talk to him about the way she feels, but he doesnâ€™t seem to hear
her. He just keeps telling her that once he makes partner then everything will be all right. But
Bridget is sick of Mason forgetting the things that are important to her â€¦ like their
anniversary a few months ago. She is at the end of her tether and decides that if he forgets
Valentineâ€™s Day, her favorite day of the year, then divorce just might be on the cards.At
the end of the day, this couple has only one decision to make: Time or Money?
Carry a Big Stick: A funny, fearless life of friendship, laughter and MS, La Ciencia de Hacerse
Rico (Spanish Edition), Heart of the Storm, End of Secrets, Blacks Law Dictionary, Standard
Ninth Edition,
Time is the other major limited resource in life, yet few manage it with the same discipline
with which we manage money. Given the choice between more time or more money, which
would you pick? For a beach vacation, you might pay more for a direct flight to gain. Every
day you're faced with a time vs. money dilemma. Should you hire a lawn service to mow the
grass or do it yourself? Bake brownies for the PTA meeting or .
The perennial question of Time vs Money is probably one of the many questions that every
young struggling executive or budding entrepreneur.
Should you choose time over money, or money over time? This is one of those so -called
dilemmas of happiness that isn't really a dilemma at all. Time. Most of us never seem to have
enough, and we're spending a good chunk of it earning money. It stands to reason that time is
money, and.
Which is superior to time vs money? The answer may surprise you, but there is no question
once you see the results.
We need one to have the other. Both time or money have value and importance. We earn
money to fulfill our needs and wants but can easily. Sure, time is money. But when you have
to make a choice that prioritizes one or the other, which do you favor? Spending money to
save time.
There are many parallels in running a business and running your life - especially when it
comes to deciding whether to throw time or money at.
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